The Examples  Biography

The Examples are the brainchild of brothers, Eddie and Alex Van Example. The boys grew up in a very
musical family and started performing as a duo at the tender age of just 8 and 10. They quickly gained
notoriety in their home town of Sydney, Australia during the 2000's for their nocompromise approach
to their music. Eddie's extraordinary vocal talent was the icing on the cake and the duo soon gained a
large and very dedicated fan base. Eddie had become a virtuoso guitarist in the mould of such guitar
greats as Joe Satriani and Steve Vai. Alex, meanwhile, had studied hard at the drums under the
watchful eye of the legendary Buddy Rich at the Conservatorium of Music.
Fast forward a few years and the lads made the fateful decision to expand their lineup to a fully fledged
band. After many months of painstaking auditions, the lineup was finally settled in the Spring of 2009.
Joining the brothers now was Bass player Jim Beam and Vocalist Sammy Screamer. Jim had been a
session player for many years whose pounding rhythms can still be heard on many late night
infomercials. He, like the Van Example brothers, longed for the thrill of performing to a live audience
once again and decided to drop all studio work to dedicate his time to the newly formed band. Sammy,
whose vocal talents have been compared to greats such as Bon Scott and Bruce Dickinson, completed
the lineup and the rest, as they say... is history.
Their recent performances at Narara 2015, Sunbury 2016 and as headline act at this year’s "Day On
The Grass" concert have won them a whole new audience of hardcore fans who love their classic rock
feel. One enthusiastic fan was recently heard to say; 
"These guys are just like a modern day Led
Zeppelin or Deep Purple but with much better hair."
On the back of their gruelling tour schedule, the band have recently found time to hit the studio to
record their first album "Browntown", a noholdsbarred look at suburban life in their home town. The
album contains some of their most popular material such as: "
I love you honey, but the dog has to
sleep outside"
and 
"You're not my real Dad"
which has had recent airplay on the Triple M network.
Booking The Examples to play at your live venue will ensure not only a full house, but a great time as
well. The lads are born performers who play every show as if it's their last. They also have a very
effective fan club that promotes and supports the band’s live shows actively. It’s all finished off with a
state of the art light and sound system guaranteed to leave your audience screaming for more. The
Examples also pride themselves on having a professional and courteous crew who will treat your
venue, staff and patrons with the respect they deserve.
Call them them today via their Manager, Mary Manager, at Mary's Management on (00)00000000 or
for more information check out their website at 
www.theexamples.com where you can find tracks to
download and many images to peruse and videos to view. You won’t be disappointed!

